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Abstract 

We know that natural selection brought marine mammals to favor lift-based propulsion rather than drag-based 
propulsion. Curiously, none of these techniques is favored in swimming competitions by professional swimmers. 
Is it possible to invent new swimming styles under the pressure of selection as marine mammals did? We 
wondered if 61 athletes would be able to replicate the techniques used by the species most adapted to the aquatic 
environment, without being forced to it and with the sole intention of swimming faster. We imagined a system of 
shoulder-to-shoulder duel in ascent/descent. There were two swimmers in each lane. In each lane, a weighted 
object was placed at the bottom of the water, 15 meters from the pool deck. The first to grab the object in his 
lane won the duel and moved up one lane for the next trial. After eight duels, the best swimmers were in lane 
eight, the slowest in lane one. Six techniques have emerged from the 244 duels in forced immersion (488 dives 
followed by 15-meter races): (i) moving with the legs only, arms along the body (beats), (ii) total breaststroke, 
(iii) hybrid breaststroke (simultaneous and symmetrical arm movements, synchronous to the leg beats), (iv) 
gallop: undulation of the body with leg beats, (v) undulation of the whole body, (vi) the snake technique: 
characterized by a leg beat synchronous to an oscillation of the upper part of the body, with the arms along the 
trunk. Although the matching is not perfect, the processes used by swimmers fit the models presented to describe 
the odyssey of mammals that have been going back to the water for 60 million years: the fastest swimming 
techniques are the ones that best mimic the marine mammals that are best adapted to speed ("pectoral 
oscillation" like sea lions; "caudal oscillations" like whales). The later favor lift forces over propulsive drag 
forces (drag forces which can be observed in dogs, rats and other swimmers in Johnny Weissmuller’s freestyle 
that use "quadrupedal paddling" and "alternative pectoral paddling”). The competition swimmers observed were 
able to experimentally reproduce the choices of natural selection. But today, the fastest ways of moving in the 
water are not found in the Swimming Federation training sessions. 
Keywords: underwater swimming techniques, swimming speed, innovative swimming techniques, school 

of sports science student, pectoral oscillations, caudal oscillations 

 
Introduction 

Inventing new swimming techniques under the pressure of selection? That is what marine mammals 
have kept doing since they started conquering the water environment some 60 million years ago (Thewissen, 
2013; Thewissen et al., 1994). The Packicetus walking whale started trotting on the surface of the water like a 
dog, then, progressively its descendants galloped until they undulated in the water as today’s cetaceans do 

(Alexander, 1988; Gingerich et al., 1983). How has the evolution been accomplished for marine mammals from 
a mechanical point of view? The species that are best adapted to the sea world move quickly and for a long time 
by immersing themselves deeply into the water (Williams et al., 1992). These species have swapped the forces of 
propulsive dragging for lift-based propulsion so as not to lose energy because of the underwater return of 
supports (‘lift-based propulsion’ (Fish, 1993, 1996)). Even the powerful fore limbs of seals are used only for 
propulsion or for swift direction changes. When in search of speed, these semi-aquatic animals press their fore 
limbs on their body and undulate laterally as most fish do. During glides and before starting again ‘official’ 
swimming strokes swimmers may be seen to undulate as cetaceans do, but vertically (Peter et al., 2020). 

The forces of drag propulsion then alternatively apply from top to bottom and from bottom to top. They 
contribute to the rising and falling of the body but not to its moving forward. What pushes swimmers forward is 
not Newton’s third law but lift forces. They apply to 90° of the drag forces (Chollet, 1997). Propulsion drag 
forces are produced by a depolarization effect and enjoy an efficiency that is still puzzling to the scientific 
community. This is known as ‘Gray’s paradox’ (Gray, 1936). Gray estimated the power necessary for a dolphin 
to swim as it does (fast and for a long time) by considering the resistance to propulsion in view of the dolphin’s 
shape coefficient (Cx) and master torque area (S, projection of the contours of the dolphin on a two-dimension 
plan placed at right angles with it). His calculations indicate that, to obtain the performances achieved, the 
required muscle power should be multiplied by seven.  
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In fact, undulatory actions trigger a pump effect (‘undulating pump’ (Müller et al., 1997) or ‘suction 
effect’ (Schouveiler et al., 2005)) on the surface of the body, which results in making the lower pressure water 
masses go faster from front to back (Triantafyllou et al., 2016). This pump effect can be exerted if and only if, on 
the one hand, the animal is sufficiently immersed so that the water can be depressurized on one side of the body 
and pressurized on the other, and on the other hand, if the animal has reached an initial speed that is sufficient for 
the depressurized fluid to flow backwards against its body. In other words, the suction effect can only happen at 
a high Reynolds value: Re=LU/v, where L is the animal’s length, U its speed, and v the viscosity of the action’s 
environment divided by its density. This is one of the two reasons why, contrary to what is generally believed, 
when looking to be faster, fish and marine mammals do not try to escape water resistance by jumping out of the 
water but instead immerse themselves deeper into the water (Lighthill, 1969). The other reason is that when they 
move on the surface of the water, resistance that does not exist in depth (wave resistance, backwash drags) is 
created. These resistance then changes from the square to the cube of the swimming speed (Collard, 2020). 
Hertel estimates that swimming on the surface at 2 m/s can increase the resistance to propulsion fivefold (Hertel, 
1966). But fish and marine mammals also jump out of the water to escape predators, to breathe or to 
communicate. When starting from zero – speed, they make a swift change of directions or use their pectoral 
finches (Lighthill, 1975), thus having recourse for an instant to the propulsive drag forces. The pump effect is 
enhanced by a lash turn of their hind part (the caudal finch for fish and marine mammals) that generate vortex. 
Both vortex and suction effect participate to the propulsive lift forces. 

Like semi-aquatic mammals, high-level swimmers spend almost a quarter of their lives as champions 
inside the water and are able to maintain immersions during 60% of their training (Rhys-Evans, 2020). They are 
perfectly capable of practicing lift propulsion. Their anatomy does not allow them to undulate as well as an eel. 
The relative stiffness of their trunks leads them to resort to oscillations of the legs, triggered (controlled) by the 
undulation of their pelvis (Colobert et al., 2004). The ethologists would class them in the category of the 
carangiform species (from carangid fish species) or tuniform (from tuna fish) whose bodies are half or three-
fourths rigid (Lindsey, 1979). This shape presents the highest potential for speed (Laurent & Piat, 2003; 
Lighthill, 1960). Therefore, one may wonder why the sports institutions have retained none of the propulsion 
modes developed by natural selection? It is surprising that the sports institution and school sport have not 
retained any of the modes of propulsion inspired by natural selection (Monteiro et al., 2021; Scurati et al., 2019). 
This is a matter of debate. And has been for a long time. “In the present state of our knowledge," wrote (Costill 
et al., 1991), "we do not know what law swimmers apply to propel their bodies through the water. This may 
come as a surprise at a time when cosmonauts are being sent into space and it is precisely this enigma that is 
scientifically stimulating. In the columns of the magazine Hyper, (Catteau, 2007) seemed to have found the 
answer to this problem by giving a singular and unequivocal title: “propulsion in the swimmer's locomotion”. 
For him, and against those who today defend the prevalence of lift-based propulsion in swimming (Counsilman, 
1971; Maglischo, 2003; Menzer et al., 2022; Ruiz-Navarro et al., 2022), the swimmer draws his power mainly 
from drag-based propulsion according to the good sense of action/reaction. Also, swimmers do not benefit from 
akin to fish or marine mammals, which use the force of lift propulsion (Fish, 1996). The paddle wheel model 
used by pedal boats and once steamboats is, according to this theory, the cornerstone of human swimming 
technique. This is the issue at stake in the debate. How do swimmers go fast and even faster? Will there be only 
chronometric progress linked to training and anthropometric changes? (Byankina et al., 2017; Da Silva et al., 
2020; Ganchar et al., 2018; Ildikó et al., 2017) It has not escaped the attention of sports swimming specialists 
that the 15-meter rule - requiring swimmers to break the surface before this distance from the wall on pain of 
disqualification - appeared at the time when dissident swimmers began to abuse immersions sometimes up to 35 
meters in the Olympic pool. Why do swimmers in all four strokes stay underwater longer today than in the past? 
Why did swimmers in the old days rush to the surface just after the turn, when there was no rule limiting the 
distance of the stroke? Isn't it curious that most coaches even today describe this immersive phase of the race as 
the "non-swimming" part? 

This leads us to think that, in competitive swimming, like in track races, the improvement of 
performances is linked more to predisposition evolution than to sociocultural conditions (Deaner, 2006). Even if 
many recent scientific works have stressed the potential for the swimmers of the Underwater Dolphin Kicks 

team (Atkison et al., 2014; Averianova et al., 2016; Choi, 2015; Connaboy et al., 2016; Hillmeyer, 2015; Martin, 
2015; Rejman et al., 2020, 2020; Stosic et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2014), federal programs go on favoring the on-
the-surface actions: the dolphin technique still appears as a secondary element for propulsion (Collard, 2020). 
The history of competitive swimming is a permanent condemnation of glides (Collard, 2009; Collard et al., 
2013). Yet, crawl, butterfly, backstroke, or breaststroke swimmers move much more like horses, elephants, or 
rats when they are in the water, than like seals, whales, or dolphins, although the latter’s propulsion is much 
better adapted for speed. But, contrary to other animals, men are endowed with a power to learn and to innovate 
that makes them unique (Blackmore, 2000; Dawkins & Davis, 1976). At the experimental level, would they be 
capable of reproducing the techniques of species better adjusted to the water environment to go faster?  

The aim of the present study was to demonstrate if swimmers are able to reproduce the swimming 
techniques of animals adapted to water through an experiment based on copying the selective choice of evolution 
in a swimming pool.  
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Methods 
Participants:  

Sixty-one (61) sportsmen of aged between 19 and 21 years old, enrolled at the school of sports sciences 
(i.e., UFR STAPS) of the Université Paris Cité participated in the experiment. They were divided into 3 
subgroups of 19, 21 and 21 students, respectively. The students had a homogeneous level in swimming. They 
could all swim at least 400 meters in 10 minutes without touching the ground and swim 15 meters underwater. 
The experiment was a pedagogical unit of the mandatory swimming course of their curriculum. The duels lasted 
for about 20 minutes, thus allowing for long recovery spans to avoid hypoxia. 
 

Procedure:  
The competition consisted of a system of shoulder-to-shoulder duel in an ascent/descent competition 

mode. The swimming pool was 2-meter deep and divided into eight 2.5-meter-wide lanes. There were 2 
swimmers in each lane. In each lane, a weighted object was placed at the bottom of the water, 15 meters from the 
pool deck. Each pair of swimmers started at the sound signal: ‘Ready, Go’. The 2x8=16 swimmers dove at the 
same time. The first to grab the object in his lane wan the duel and moved up one lane for the next trial. 
Number 1 corresponded to the slowest lane. After 8 duels, the best swimmers were in lane 8, the slowest in 
lane 1. 

During the duels, participants have been forced to leave the surface and to move underwater. Thus, they 
avoided the temptation to repeat their usual techniques of crawl, butterfly, etc. At the start, they were given an 
initial speed that made the propulsion lift possible: they started by diving. They must have not exceeded their 
breath holding (apnea) dynamic capacities. These capacities have been evaluated previously.  
 This approach that consisted in deciphering sportsmen’s behaviors from a motor situation which is akin 
to motor praxeology (Parlebas, 2018). The method used in this motor action science is close to animal ethology. 
For a long time, sportsmen have been kept in a zoo, as Pierre Boulle’s hero in Planet of the Apes

 (Boulle, 2001). 
For example, in competition swimming, dozens of scientific papers have presented the contribution to moving 
forward one’s hands or at best one’s forearms and hands by using plastic avatars (substitutes) or computer 
models. What can be drawn from such research except a confirmation of what swimmers already do? Motor 
praxeology aims more. The science of motor action wants to be predictive. 
 
Indicators:  

At each trial the time was measured to the nearest tenth of a second. The timing has been done by the 
waiting swimmers and double-checked by the experimenter. The swimmers must also have reported the 
swimming techniques they used on an open card. Thus, there was no influence on their behavior. They must 
have described briefly what they did with their legs (i) alternate actions such as leg beats, or (ii) simultaneous 
actions such as breaststroke scissors, or (iii) oscillating movements. Then, they must have described what they 
did with their arms: (iv) simultaneous actions such as in the breaststroke, (v) still arms to the sides of their bodies 
or (vi) arms stretched in front of their heads; and finally (vii) others: a box in which to describe the originality of 
the motor action. 
 
Data collection and statistical analysis:  

Every student had to write on a paper the technic they used. Combined with the technic analysis, a 
statistical student T-test was used to compare two by two the mean time done to swim the duel.  
 
Results 

Every swimmer who performed 8 duels had the possibility to move from the slowest lane (n° 1) to the 
fastest one (n° 8). From one trial to the next, swimmers could change their body technique to obtain better 
results. Six techniques had emerged from the 244 duels (488 dives followed by 15-meter races) as shown in 
Fig. 1:  

(i) Moving with the legs only, arms along the body (Beats) 
(ii) Total breaststroke (simultaneous and symmetrical arm movements followed by simultaneous and 

symmetrical leg scissors). Note that breaststroke is swimming underwater, with pulling one’s arms to 
the thighs, which is illegal in competition swimming once the swimmers have come back to the surface. 

(iii) Hybrid Breaststroke (hybrid: simultaneous and symmetrical arm movements, synchronous to the leg 
beats).  

(iv) Gallop: undulation of the body with leg beats. 
(v) Undulation of the whole body (Undulation: in fact, this impression is due to the association of the 

oscillations of different body parts). 
(vi) The snake (the observers will cry out ‘the Snake’ when they watch the top of the swimmer’s body 

undulate from the top not on a vertical plan as do the swimmers (v), but on a horizontal plan with a leg 
beat undulating horizontally).  
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Fig.1: Distribution of the 488 15-meter glides performed by the 61 sportsmen at the swimming pool. Six 
swimming tactics emerge. Breaststroke is by far the most widely used (75% of cases).  
 

A hitherto unseen technique appeared. Indeed, a swimmer undulated laterally with the upper part of his 
body, as a snake, with his arms stretched along his thighs and accompanies this eel-like propulsion mode by an 
alternate leg beat. Although a mediocre competitive swimmer, he came first in the ascent/descent competition. 
(Picture 1).  

1 2

4 5 6

3

 
Picture 1: Chronophotograph of one of the six swimming techniques: The Snake was characterized by a leg 
beat synchronous to an oscillation of the upper part of the body, with the arms along the trunk. 
Figure 2 showed the speeds obtained for each technique through the median times taken to swim 15 meters in 
immersion (M, the blue line, in seconds), and the range of times (from the fastest to the slowest, black line, in 
seconds) (Fig.2). After The Snake, whose 8 runs ranged from 6.9 to 8.1 seconds, came the swimmers who used 
the Undulation technique (with runs ranging from 7.7 to 10.3 seconds). They performed better than those who 
used the Gallop (minimum time 8.3 seconds, maximum: 10.3 seconds). Then came the Hybrid technique (9.8-11 
seconds) and finally the Beats (10.2-12.6 seconds). 
 

 
Fig.2: Mean times in seconds to swim 15 meters, and time range (minimum and maximum times) for the 

six swimming techniques. The swimming techniques favor lift-based propulsion (Snake, Undulation and 
Gallop) are the fastest. Although widely used, the Breaststroke comes next-to-last.  
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A Student’s T-test revealed significant time differences for the 6 swimming techniques taken two by 
two (Table 1). For the population observed, it was not peremptory to assert: The Snake> Undulation> Gallop> 
Hybrid> Breaststroke> Beats (where ‘>’ means ‘faster than’).  
 
Student T-test The Snake Undulation Gallop Hybrid Breaststroke Beats 

The Snake  
T = 4.6 

p <.001* 

T = 5.49 

p <.001* 

T = 6.18 

p <.001* 

T = 6.03 

p <.001* 

T = 12.02 

p <.001* 

Undulation   
T = 3.86 

p <.001* 

T = 13.24 

p <.001* 

T = 13.1 

p <.001* 

T = 18.19 

p <.001* 

Gallop    
T = 11.01 

p <.001* 

T = 12.61 

p <.001* 

T = 15.04 

p <.001* 

Hybrid     
T = 5.15 

p <.001* 

T = 8.72 

p <.001* 

Breaststroke      
T = 6.46 

p <.001* 

Beats       

 
Table 1: Two by two comparisons of the six techniques using Student’s T-test. The mean performances of 
each technique are significantly different. Although distinctive, the Snake, Undulation and Gallop results are 
closer; the same goes for Hybrid and Breaststroke.  
 

Discussion 
Underwater, most swimmers used the Breaststroke technique they have been taught on the surface 

(tactics (ii) and (iii)). Out of the 4 official techniques, it is the only one that may be used underwater. Indeed, it is 
impossible to use Butterfly, Backstroke, or Crawl in immersion. Yet, in the form of breaststroke swimmers 
retained they systematically used hand movements that went down to the thighs – which is forbidden in 
competitive swimming, except when diving or after the turns, where only one action of the arm going lower than 
the hips is allowed. Sea lions use their fore limbs in this manner. Seals, who are faster, prefer to press their 
pectoral fins along their bodies and oscillate laterally as in The Snake (vi).  

Although the matching is not perfect, the processes used by the swimmers fit the model presented by 
Fish (Fish, 1993, 1996) to describe the odyssey of mammals that have been going back to the water for 
60,000,000 years (Fig.3): the fastest swimming techniques (v) and (vi) were the ones that best mimic the marine 
mammals that are best adapted to speed (‘pectoral oscillations’: seals; ‘caudal oscillations’: whales). The later 
favored lift forces over propulsive drag forces (which can be observed in dogs, rats and other crawlers that use 
‘quadrupedal paddling’ and ‘alternative pectoral paddling’). Following surface trotting, mammals wishing to 
conquer the water environment moved to gallop (which was observed in the fast-enough hybrid technique (iv)) 
before adopting oscillations, whose equivalent on land is the leap (Fish, 1993, 1996).   

 
Fig. 3: Model representing the sequences of transition of the swimming techniques from the surface 

trotting (on the left) to the underwater pectoral undulation (The Snake is on the right). This corresponds to 
the adaptation of lift propulsion modes to the water environment (Fish, 1993, 1996). The swimming techniques 
experimentally observed at the swimming pool are in bold (and the fastest ones are flagged by an asterisk).  
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The competition swimmers observed were able to experimentally reproduce the choices of natural 
selection. The fastest techniques that emerged were far from the ones officially used in competition swimming. 
This result was surprising since the aim of the International Federation is supposed to be the enhancement of the 
swimming performances of human beings. Pierre Parlebas was right when, in the Revue Culture technique 
N° 13, he wrote that ‘The problem of technique is not a technical problem’ (Parlebas, 1985). Just like other body 
techniques, swimming techniques are not natural but cultural (Mauss, 1936). They are social choices: tactics 
driven by representations such as the fear of drowning (Chauvaud, 2007). The most astonishing is that the tactics 
approved by the Federation, by training swimmers to remain on the surface, penalize speed.  

Before glides were limited to 15 meters (1988 for the backstroke, 1996 for the Butterfly and 2002 for 
the Freestyle) Denis Pankratov could beat the 200-meter Butterlfy world record in a small pool (25 meters) in 
1995, by swimming the first length with only one arm movement. It is noteworthy that at the 2005 European 
Swimming Championships, in a 25-meter long swimming pool, the German swimmer Thomas Rupprath, came 
first at 15 meters, was overtaken on the surface, came first again at the next 15 meters and so on and so forth 
until the end of the race. Using the waterline buoys as landmarks, and a camera that moved on tracks parallel to 
the pool, the picture-by-picture analysis shows that Rupprath swam twice as fast from meters 5 to 15 (mostly 
underwater and in undulation) than from meters 15 to 25 (on the surface) and this, four times during the 100-
meter backstroke race as well as during the 100-meter Butterfly race. He is not the only one to have done so 

(Collard, 2007). Just as Dick Fosbury’s innovative style quickly found followers among high jump athletes, 
some swimmers are undoubtedly working relentlessly in the wake of Pankratov and Rupprath. Since water is 800 
times denser than air, as soon as swimmers leave the wall, they lose speed. A projectile body merely waiting to 
reach the surface to become propulsive cannot explain their being able to maintain their maximum swimming 
speed in immersion for 15 meters or more. Johnny Weissmuller’s way of swimming (Weissmuller, 1931), 
although the state of the art at the beginning of the century may not be the ultimate one: competition swimming 
can still evolve. But the proponents of the official technique will fight against new body practices. Pankratov 
stopped being the leader in his category soon after the re-enactment of the 15-meter rules. It is unfortunate that 
the personal development of a swimmer should be the process by which he learns how to give up his capacities. 

A revolution in swimming took place during the 2015 World Swimming Championships. During the 
flows following the Freestyle turns, Ryan Lochte, an American swimmer maintained the dorsal position he had 
taken for the somersault (forward roll with feet pressed on the wall and toes pointing upward to execute the turn) 
then swam 10 meters in deep dorsal (then costal) undulation while his mates were already crawling on the 
surface on their bellies. He won the 200-meter four-stroke championship thanks to the use of this new body 
tactic when shifting from Breaststroke to Freestyle, thus compelling the International Swimming Federation 
(FINA) to react. Even though this technique is not allowed in a four-stroke competition, it is valid in freestyle 
and apnea work should be enhanced to promote its development. He kept his first place, which proves that the 
Federation is raising the good question: how long will a swimmer be disqualified for swimming too fast?  

This event confirms the results of the present study. The question: can men swim faster by adopting the 
techniques used by species better adapted to the water environment? On a quasi-experimental mode, and without 
prior training, we rediscovered the evolutionary steps described by the paleontologists who studied how 
mammals have been reconquering the oceans for the past 60 million years. To gain speed, swimmers will have to 
move away from the trot of alternately pushing the water back and forth with their arms. They will gain by using 
pectoral or pelvic oscillations. These experimental results confirm the most recent laboratory data (Menzer et al., 
2022; Ruiz-Navarro et al., 2022). Today, the fastest ways of moving in the water are not found in the swimming 
federation training sessions. It is the responsibility of motor action sciences to anticipate their emergence and 
future. 
 
Conclusion 

The purpose of this article was to test and compare the underwater swimming techniques used during an 
ascent/descent exercise. The exercise itself reflects natural selection as the fastest technique will allow its user to 
ascend while the slowest technique will be relegated. The results show that out of 488 trials, six techniques were 
used. From the most to the least used technique, they are: breaststroke (364), hybrid (88), beats (48), gallop (48), 
undulation (32), the snake (8). 

After analysing the time taken to do the exercise, it turns out that the fastest techniques are ‘The snake’ 
followed by the ‘Undulations’. The other techniques, although more widely used, are statistically slower. 
The results of this article therefore show that swimming techniques that promote lift-based propulsion are the 
most efficient ones. This shows that the propulsion favored under the pressure of the selection is the lift-based 
one instead of the drag-based one whereas in today's competitive environment we almost see drag-based 
propulsion techniques.  

These results allow us to have a different point of view on the techniques taught in swimming lessons 
and could also constitute a basis for reflection on the rules of the international swimming federation. 
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